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A semantics definition assigns 
meanings to language elements.

6 3 Abstract syntax—foundations

3.1.5 Illustrative signature examples

We define the tree-based abstract syntax of a few more fabricated languages
of the Software Language Book for illustrative purposes: BTL, BIPL, BFPL,
and FSML

3.1.5.1 Syntax of simple expressions

We define the abstract syntax of the expression language BTL.

Illustration 3.7 (Abstract syntax of BTL).
BSL resource languages/BTL/as.bsl

symbol true : æ expr ; // The Boolean "true"
symbol false : æ expr ; // The Boolean "false"
symbol zero : æ expr ; // The natural number zero
symbol succ : expr æ expr ; // Successor of a natural number
symbol pred : expr æ expr ; // Predecessor of a natural number
symbol iszero : expr æ expr ; // Test for a number to be zero
symbol if : expr ◊ expr ◊ expr æ expr ; // Conditional

n

It may be interesting to reflect on conceivable di�erences between abstract
and concrete syntax. In particular, a concrete syntax may favor ‘mixfix’ syn-
tax ‘if . . . then . . . else . . .’ for the conditional form. In an abstract syntax,
we use prefix notation universally.

3.1.5.2 Syntax of simple imperative programs

We define the abstract syntax of the imperative programming language BIPL.

Illustration 3.8 (Abstract syntax of BIPL).
ESL resource languages/BIPL/as.esl

// Statements
symbol skip : æ stmt ;

symbol assign : string ◊expr æ stmt ;

symbol seq : stmt ◊stmt æ stmt ;

symbol if : expr ◊stmt ◊stmt æ stmt ;

symbol while : expr ◊stmt æ stmt ;

// Expressions
symbol intconst : integer æ expr ;

symbol var : string æ expr ;

symbol unary : uop ◊expr æ expr ;

symbol binary : bop ◊expr ◊expr æ expr ;

N.B.: The expression language at hand is also referred to as 
BTL — Basic TAPL Language — where TAPL is a reference 
to Pierce’s textbook ‘Types and programming languages’.

A sample term: 
 if(true, 
   zero, 
   succ(zero)).

Abstract syntax of running example
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Big-step versus small-step

8.2 Small-step operational semantics 19

arguments (expressions) e1, . . . , en are evaluated to values v1, . . . , vn. For
the given function name x of the function application, a function is looked
up from the collection fs; the function signature sig is not used any further,
but the list of formal arguments (names) x1, . . . , xn and the body e of the
definition are of interest. That is, a new environment is assembled from the
formal arguments and the values of the actual arguments and the body is
evaluated in this environment, thereby defining the value v of the function
application.

Exercise 8.5 (A derivation tree for BFPL). [Basic level]
Calculate a derivation tree for a BFPL expression that involves a function
application. n

8.2 Small-step operational semantics

We turn now to small-step style. In big-step style, judgments relate program
phrases directly to ‘results’. In small-step style, judgments relate program
phrases to intermediate results, as they arise by performing ‘one step’ of
computation.

We mention in passing that an operational semantics definition, in general,
and perhaps, more specifically, one in small-step style can also be viewed as
modeling the semantics of programs as computations in terms of steps of a
formal machine with its transition relation specified by the inference rules.
The di�erent conceivable inputs of a judgment such as program phrases com-
bined with additional data structures form the set of states (‘configurations’)
of said machine.

8.2.1 Big- versus small-step judgements

We explain small-step style again by illustrating the style for the semantics
of the expression language BTL. The two contrasting judgments for BTL are
these:

• big step — e #‰ v

• small step — e #‰ e

Õ

In the first case, an expression is associated with a value, which cannot be
evaluated any further. In the second case, an expression is associated with
another expression, which may or may not be a value.

Consider this valid big-step judgment:

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ zero

Relation between 
program phrases and 

execution/evaluation results

Relation between 
program phrases such that one step 

of computation was completed

(BTL)
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• Big-step does not handle (well) some constructs: 
• Interleaving parallelism 
• Exception throwing and handling 
• Goto 
• … 

• Small-step computations are more observable and adaptive: 
• Debugging is straightforward when steps are exposed. 
• Multi-language semantics is easier to integrate with steps.

What is small-step step good for?
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Big-step versus small-step

4 8 Operational semantics

is a placeholder for natural numbers rather than arbitrary evaluation results.
Thus, there is an implicit premise that n œ nat.

Here is the complete set of rules for all expression forms.

Specification 8.1 (Operational semantics of BTL (big-step style)).

true #‰ true [TRUE]

false #‰ false [FALSE]

zero #‰ zero [ZERO]

e #‰ n

succ(e) #‰ succ(n)
[SUCC]

e #‰ zero

pred(e) #‰ zero
[PRED1]

e #‰ succ(n)

pred(e) #‰ n

[PRED2]

e #‰ zero

iszero(e) #‰ true
[ISZERO1]

e #‰ succ(n)

iszero(e) #‰ false
[ISZERO2]

e0 #‰ true e1 #‰ v1

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v1
[IF1]

e0 #‰ false e2 #‰ v2

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ v2
[IF2]

n

That is, there are three axioms, [TRUE ], [FALSE ], and [ZERO], for all
the constant forms of expressions. There is one rule, [SUCC ], to construct
the successor of a given natural number. There are two rules, [PRED1 ] and

20 8 Operational semantics

A small-step judgment only covers one step:

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

That is, the condition was reduced from iszero(zero) to true, but the overall
conditional is still to be reduced further in subsequent steps.

We complement the big-step semantics of BTL, as of Specification 8.1,
with the small-step counterpart. (We use lowercase labels such as [if1 ] for
the rules in small-step style as opposed to uppercase labels such as [IF1 ] for
the rules in big-step style.)

Specification 8.6 (Operational semantics of BTL (small-step style)).

e #‰ e

Õ

succ(e) #‰ succ(eÕ)
[succ]

e #‰ e

Õ

pred(e) #‰ pred(eÕ)
[pred1]

pred(zero) #‰ zero [pred2]

pred(succ(n)) #‰ n [pred3]

e #‰ e

Õ

iszero(e) #‰ iszero(eÕ)
[iszero1]

iszero(zero) #‰ true [iszero2]

iszero(succ(n)) #‰ false [iszero3]

e0 #‰ e

Õ
0

if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ if(eÕ
0,e1,e2)

[if1]

if(true, t1, t2) #‰ t1 [if2]

if(false, t1, t2) #‰ t2 [if3]

n

N.B.: There is no rule for zero because no step can be performed for 
this expression. The first rule for pred makes a step with the argument.
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All (inference) rules for BTL’s small-step semantics

as seen earlier

20 8 Operational semantics
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Derivation sequences

22 8 Operational semantics

iszero(zero) #‰ true [iszero2]

if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero) #‰ if(true,succ(zero),zero)

[if1]

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

[pred1]

Step 2

if(true,succ(zero),zero) #‰ succ(zero) [if2]

pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(succ(zero))

[pred1]

Step 3

pred(succ(zero)) #‰ zero [pred3]

Summary

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero))

#‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

#‰ pred(succ(zero))

#‰ zero

n

We may also dedicate a reflexive, transitive closure to the one-step relation
so that we can reduce a program phrase into normal form, just as in the case
of big-step style. In the case of BTL, the closure relation could be modeled
by a judgment like this:

e #‰ú
e

Õ

However, we may not be interested in arbitrary normal forms e

Õ. Instead,
we may prefer to only look at complete derivation sequences which end in

N.B.: This sequence was previously modeled by a single 
derivation tree in big-step style. Now, each step in the sequence 
involves a (simple) derivation tree. 
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Per-step derivation trees22 8 Operational semantics

iszero(zero) #‰ true [iszero2]

if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero) #‰ if(true,succ(zero),zero)

[if1]

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

[pred1]

Step 2

if(true,succ(zero),zero) #‰ succ(zero) [if2]

pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero)) #‰ pred(succ(zero))

[pred1]

Step 3

pred(succ(zero)) #‰ zero [pred3]

Summary

pred(if(iszero(zero),succ(zero),zero))

#‰ pred(if(true,succ(zero),zero))

#‰ pred(succ(zero))

#‰ zero

n

We may also dedicate a reflexive, transitive closure to the one-step relation
so that we can reduce a program phrase into normal form, just as in the case
of big-step style. In the case of BTL, the closure relation could be modeled
by a judgment like this:

e #‰ú
e

Õ

However, we may not be interested in arbitrary normal forms e

Õ. Instead,
we may prefer to only look at complete derivation sequences which end in

N.B.: This tree models that a step is made for the given 
expression on the argument position of the outermost pred-
expression (rule [pred1] and, within this scope, on the 
condition position of the if-expression (rule [if1]).
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Small-step closure and normal form

N.B.: The reflexive, transitive closure of the small-step relation 
relates a phrase and its normal form, i.e., a phrase for which no 
further step is feasible. There are two kinds of normal forms: 
• Proper results (i.e., values in the case of BTL) 
• Stuck phrases (e.g., pred(true) in the case of BTL)

22 8 Operational semantics
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Small-step interpreter in Haskell

N.B.: Interpreters may vary in terms of failure handling (when getting 
stuck), modularity (in terms of mapping rules to equations), and others.

24 8 Operational semantics

• When applying the inference rules computationally, they will fail inten-
tionally for any given normal form. Failure due to reaching a value should
not be mapped to abnormal program termination.

We implement BTL’s small-step operational semantics in Haskell. We im-
mediately commit to rule-by-rule mapping, as discussed in Section 8.1.5.3.

Illustration 8.10 (Haskell encoding of small-step rules for BTL).
Haskell module Language.BTL.SmallStepWithGuards

step :: Expr æ Maybe Expr

step (Succ e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (Succ e�)

step (Pred e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (Pred e�)

step (Pred Zero) = Just Zero

step (Pred (Succ n)) | isNat n = Just n

step (IsZero e) | Just e� Ω step e = Just (IsZero e�)

step (IsZero Zero) = Just TRUE

step (IsZero (Succ n)) | isNat n = Just FALSE

step (If e0 e1 e2) | Just e0� Ω step e0 = Just (If e0� e1 e2)

step (If TRUE e1 e2) = Just e1

step (If FALSE e1 e2) = Just e2

step _ = Nothing

n

That is, the Maybe monad is used systematically so that the step func-
tion may communicate failure due to reaching a normal form. The reflexive,
transitive closure for the one-step relation is easily expressed as a designated
function steps.

Illustration 8.11 (Haskell encoding of BTL’s closure of one-step relation).
Haskell module Language.BTL.Closure

steps :: (Expr æ Maybe Expr) æ Expr æ Maybe Expr

steps f e =

if isValue e

then Just e

else case f e of

(Just e�) æ steps f e�

Nothing æ Nothing

n

We mention in passing that the steps function is actually parametrized by
a function f for making single steps. Thus, the closure could be also applied
to alternative implementations of the one-step relation. The closure fails with
Nothing, if single-step transition gets stuck, i.e., if we end up in an expression
that is not a value and no step can be performed.
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Small-step semantics of simple imperative programs 
(BIPL — Basic Imperative Programming Language)

8.2 Small-step operational semantics 25

Exercise 8.7 (Small steps for values). [Basic level]
The definition of the steps function does not attempt the step function in case
that the argument e is a value. Argue rigoroulsy that no steps feasible anyway
in this case? n

8.2.5 More small-step examples

We define the big-step operational semantics of a few more fabricated lan-
guages of the Software Language Book for illustrative purposes.

8.2.5.1 Semantics of simple imperative programs

We define the small-step operational semantics of the imperative program-
ming language BIPL. The types and meta-variables are the same as in the
case of big-step style; see Section 8.1.6.1. As far as expression evaluation is
concerned, we also adopt the big-step judgment and the corresponding in-
ference rules. That is, expression evaluation remains in big-step style; we
apply small-step style to statement execution only. There is this small-step
judgment:

Èm,sÍ #‰ ÈmÕ
,s

ÕÍ

Given store m, statement s is executed one step resulting in statement s

Õ

and store m

Õ. The desired normal form is Èm,skipÍ for any store m. Obviously,
there is no rule for skip.

Specification 8.7 (Small-step operational semantics of BIPL).

Statement execution

m „ e #‰ v

Èm,assign(x,e)Í #‰ Èm[x ‘æ v],skipÍ
[assign]

Èm,seq(skip,s)Í #‰ Èm,sÍ [seq1]

Èm,s1Í #‰ ÈmÕ
,s

Õ
1Í

Èm,seq(s1,s2)Í #‰ ÈmÕ
,seq(sÕ

1,s2)Í
[seq2]

m „ e0 #‰ true

Èm, if(e0,s1,s2)Í #‰ Èm,s1Í
[if1]

26 8 Operational semantics

m „ e0 #‰ false

Èm, if(e0,s1,s2)Í #‰ Èm,s2Í
[if2]

Èm,while(e,s)Í #‰ Èm, if(e,seq(s,while(e,s))),skip)Í [while]

n

We explain the inference rules one by one:

• [assign] — This is the same semantics as in the big-step case because an
assignment is not a composed statement form and we continue to evaluate
the right-hand side expression in big-step style.

• [seq1] — A sequential composition with an emtpy statement in front can be
simplified to just the second statement of the sequence; the store remains
unchanged.

• [seq2] — A sequential composition may make one step of computation by
making one step with the statement in front, possibly changing the store
along the step.

• [if1] — If the condition e of the if-statement evaluates to true, the statement
s1 of the then-branch combined with the una�ected store m is the result of
the step. When compared to big-step style, s1 is not immediately executed.

• [if2] — Likewise for false and the else-branch.
• [while] — Just like in the big-step semantics, the semantics of a while-

loop is redirected to if(e,seq(s,while(e,s)),skip)—except that the composed
statement is not immediately executed; rather it is combined with the
una�ected store m and returned as the result of the step.

Exercise 8.8 (A derivation sequence for BIPL). [Basic level]
Consider the derivation tree of Illustration 8.7. Provide a complete derivation
sequence for the same initial statement and store. n

Exercise 8.9 (Expression-oriented BIPL). [Intermediate level]
This is the small-step variation on Exercise 8.4. That is, define a small-step
semantics for ditto language. n

Exercise 8.10 (BIPL with nondeterminism). [Intermediate level]
Add the statement form choose(s1,s2) for nondeterministic statement execu-
tion to BIPL. The expectation is that either of the two statements s1 and
s2 is choosen. This form of nondeterminism for an imperative language is
developed in some detail in [NN07]. n

N.B.: Make a step with 
the statement and 

possibly transform a 
store along the way,
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Small-step semantics of simple functional programs 
(BFPL — Basic Functional Programming Language)

8.2 Small-step operational semantics 27

Exercise 8.11 (BIPL with parallelism). [Advanced level]
Add a statement form par(s1,s2) for parallel statement execution to BIPL.
The expectation is that the possibly compound statements s1 and s2 are exe-
cuted in an interleaving manner. That is, any step performed by s1 could be
followed by a step performed by s2 or vice versa. Any of the two statements
could actually perform any number of steps before the other statement pro-
ceeds. Consider the following compound statement; we use concrete syntax
for clarity with ‘par’ as an infix operator:

x = 1; par x = 2; x = x+2

The interleaving semantics would assign either of these final results to x;
we explain these results by presenting the assumed sequential order of state-
ments for each interleaving order:

1 x = 2; x = x+2; x = 1
3 x = 2; x = 1; x = x+2
4 x = 1; x = 2; x = x+2

This form of parallelism for an imperative language is developed in some
detail in [NN07]. n

8.2.5.2 Semantics of simple functional programs

We define the small-step operational semantics of the functional programming
language BFPL. The small-step judgment takes this form:

fs „ e #‰ e

Õ

That is, a one-step computation is performed starting from expression
e, resulting in expression e

Õ while possibly making use of the collection fs of
defined functions. When compared to big-step style, there is no component for
the current argument binding because we leverage the notion of substitution
instead. That is, formal argument names are consistently replaced by actual
argument values as part of the semantics of function application below.

Specification 8.8 (Small-step operational semantics of BFPL).

Evaluation of expressions

fs „ e0 #‰ e0Õ

fs „ if(e0,e1,e2) #‰ if(e0Õ
,e1,e2)

[if1]

fs „ if(boolconst(true),e1,e2) #‰ e1 [if2]
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fs „ if(boolconst(false),e1,e2) #‰ e2 [if3]

fs „ e #‰ e

Õ

fs „ unary(uo,e) #‰ unary(uo,e

Õ)
[unary1]

unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ

fs „ unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ
[unary2]

fs „ e1 #‰ e

Õ
1

fs „ op(bo,e1,e2) #‰ binary(bo,e

Õ
1,e2)

[binary1]

fs „ e2 #‰ e

Õ
2

fs „ op(bo,v1,e2) #‰ binary(bo,v1,e

Õ
2)

[binary2]

binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ

fs „ binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ
[binary3]

fs „ ei+1 #‰ e

Õ
i+1

fs „ apply(x, [v1, . . . ,vi, ei+1, . . . , en]) #‰ apply(x, [v1, . . . ,vi, e
Õ
i+1, . . . , en])

[apply1]

Èx,sig,ÈÈx1, . . . ,xnÍ, eÍÍ œ fs

fs „ apply(x, [v1, . . . ,vn]) #‰ [v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]e
[apply2]

n

New notation for substitution is used in the last rule ([apply2]). The phrase
[v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]e means that within e, all the occurrences of x1, . . . , xn are
simultanously replaced by v1, . . . , vn, respectively.

Overall, the rules follow a common scheme. There are rules that bring
subexpressions into value form. For some constructs, there are rules to make
the final step once all subexpressions are in value form. There are no rules
for the constant forms of expressions because they are readily in value form.
Rule [apply1] models that the evaluation of arguments of function applications
by making steps for the argument expressions. Rule [apply2] applies once all
arguments are in value form; the formal argument names are then substituted
by the actual argument values within the function definition’s body.

Exercise 8.12 (Argument substitution for BFPL). [Basic level]
Define substitution as a recursive function over expressions such that names
are replaced by expressions (in fact, values). n

N.B.: Function arguments 
are normalized from left to 
right. Substitution replaces 
formal argument names by 

actual argument values.
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Õ
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Õ)
[unary1]

unary(uo,v) #‰ v

Õ
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Õ
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fs „ e1 #‰ e

Õ
1

fs „ op(bo,e1,e2) #‰ binary(bo,e

Õ
1,e2)
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fs „ e2 #‰ e

Õ
2

fs „ op(bo,v1,e2) #‰ binary(bo,v1,e

Õ
2)

[binary2]

binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ

fs „ binary(bo,v1,v2) #‰ v

Õ
[binary3]

fs „ ei+1 #‰ e

Õ
i+1

fs „ apply(x,Èv1, . . . ,vi, ei+1, . . . , enÍ) #‰ apply(x,Èv1, . . . ,vi, e
Õ
i+1, . . . , enÍ)

[apply1]

Èx,sig,ÈÈx1, . . . ,xnÍ, eÍÍ œ fs

fs „ apply(x,Èv1, . . . ,vnÍ) #‰ [v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]e
[apply2]

n

New notation for substitution is used in the last rule ([apply2]). The phrase
[v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]e means that within e, all the occurrences of x1, . . . , xn are
simultanously replaced by v1, . . . , vn, respectively.

Overall, the rules follow a common scheme. There are rules that bring
subexpressions into value form. For some constructs, there are rules to make
the final step once all subexpressions are in value form. There are no rules
for the constant forms of expressions because they are readily in value form.
Rule [apply1] models that the evaluation of arguments of function applications
by making steps for the argument expressions. Rule [apply2] applies once all
arguments are in value form; the formal argument names are then substituted
by the actual argument values within the function definition’s body.

Exercise 8.12 (Argument substitution for BFPL). [Basic level]
Define substitution as a recursive function over expressions such that names
are replaced by expressions (in fact, values). n
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Online resources

YAS’ GitHub repository contains all code. 
YAS (Yet Another SLR (Software Language Repository)) 

http://www.softlang.org/yas 
See languages BTL, BIPL, and BFPL. 

There are Haskell- and Prolog-based small-step style interpreters.

The Software Languages Book 
http://www.softlang.org/book 

The book discusses operational semantics in more detail. 
Other related subjects:  

denotational semantics and lambda calculus.


